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The South Buttress seems to demand some zig-zag tactics
(J.23, 44). On the other side of Stob Coire nan Lochan are
some very good, shorter climbs, high above the lower Coire
Beith. I can recommend one route from personal experience
(J.21, 50), but there are others in the Guide.
Lastly there is the imposing Clachaig Gully, the Great
Gully of Sgor nam Fiannaidh (see Murray's pioneer ascent in
1938, J.21, 414). There is some controversy as to whether
Clachaig Gully or the Chasm is the grander or even the longer
climb. For my part (I have been up both) I shotdd feel sure
the Chasm was rather longer and inclined to think it was also
a better climb. But Clachaig Gully does not offer convenient
exits to the timorous or the inexpert. Both should be treated
with great respect.
SUBSIDIARY ROCK-CLIMBING REGIONS.

Arnm. The older climbs are well described in the S.M.C.
Islands Guid-e.
Since then an article on newer routes has
appeared in J.23, 180, mostly on A'chir and Cir Mhor.* The
best climb in Arran is undoubtedly Rosa Pinnacle, Cir Mhor
(see J.22, 71; 22, 320; 23, 112). This is a long, severe climb of
variegated nature on wonderfully sound rock. The Arran rock
is granite and not always well adapted for climbing. Newcomers to Arran will soon get to know where the best climbing
is to be found if they do the traverse of the Main Ridge to
begin with not a very long expedition and not difficult.
The Cobbler. A complete guide to the Cobbler climbs
appeared in the SM.C. Journal recently (J.22, 221). It was
also published separately, and there may be still a few unsold
copies. Many of the routes are exceedingly difficult, and the
usual absence of sharp-cut holds on the rather smooth rock
enforces a style of careful balance climbing. Some of the routes
are about 300 feet in length._ The Cobbler can offer one or
two days' strenuous and interesting climbing, especially in good
weather.
THE CAIRNGORMS.
Not very many new routes have appeared since the 1938
edition of the Guide to the Cairngorms, which includes Lochnagar. As regards Lochnagar a more recent article of my own
may be of interest (J.23, 28), as well as two notes (J.22, 137
and 253). I mention these because they refer to a wonderful,
* Further new climbs in Arran are recorded in J.23, 238, and will appear
in the 1947 issue by Messrs. Townend and Curtis, who are now preparing
a revised Rock Climbing Guide to the Island.
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steep ridge climb, Eagle Buttress, which is, in my opinion, far
and away the finest steep ridge climb in Scotland. The rock is
perfectly sound, length 700 feet, character varied, standard
severe, situation airy and the difficulties hold out to the finish.
And here let me make a personal digression.
THE EAGLE BUTTRESS OF LOCHNAGAR.
It may be thought that I make a rather extreme claim
for the Eagle Buttress when I suggest that it is perhaps the
finest of British ridge climbs. Why then call it a Buttress ? I
can only reply that the name already appeared in the first
edition of the Cairngorms Guide before our party of June 1936
sighted it from the slopes below Meikle Pap and decided to
attempt to climb it. That was a glorious June day, and
Dr. Miles, W. G. McClymont (a New Zealand mountaineer)
and I had bivouacked the previous night in the forest of Glen
Muick. We were turned out sometwhat early by the keeper,
who was anxious that nothing so untoward should be discovered
by the factor of the Balmoral Estates when he was going his
rounds on the Sunday morning.
Even so, with a party of three, who had far to go the same
evening, we had little enough time to spare. We started the
climb up a chimney from the foot of Douglas Gully, finally
gaining the ridge-crest about 100 feet up. This we crossed
and then traversed obliquely upwards along the face on the
other side. So we really climbed it as a Buttress and not as a
Ridge. It is quite true that I climbed back to the crest some
way farther on, but the crest was so utterly hopeless looking
at this point that we retired, not without much difficulty, and
continued to evade the issue. In the end, of course, we had
to tackle the wall above us, and there were two or three very
delicate mantelshelf problems, steep cracks and walls to
negotiate. The issue was in doubt almost to the finish, which
took us out exactly at the top of the Buttress, after nearly
4^ hours of climbing.
And so the matter rested until August 1940, when I received
a communication from two Dundee climbers, Messrs. W. S.
Scroggie and J. G. Ferguson. In poor weather conditions and
some rain they had forced the issue of straightening this
excellent route. Apparently four pitons had been used on the
intermediate severe section of the route, but, towards the latter
end, the crest had again to be abandoned and a traverse made
to the right over steep rock and some grass, with a crack to
regain the crest, just a short distance below the summit. The
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Dundee men had put up an excellent show in very bad conditions, but I had always expected that something of the sort
might be possible.
In July 1941 I was, at length, able to revisit Lochnagar in
good weather, accompanied by Miss Nancy Forsyth, an excellent
climber. We followed our 1936 route, until the steep rib of
rock by which the Dundee men regained the crest was doubly
indicated by a cairn at the top and a loose piton lying on a ledge
at the bottom. We accepted the piton as a gift which might
prove useful later on as indeed it did. The reader-will see at
once that there is still a virgin bit of ridge crest below the
Dundee cairn. Aspirants for fame are welcome to have a try
at this: it is more of a flat end-wall, almost A.P. and beautifully
smooth, with only a few cracks showing, which are suitable for
knife blades but not for toes or hands.
Beyond the Dundee Cairn the Eagle Buttress develops into
the most beautiful airy, sinuous ridge; it has alternating very
steep and very narrow sections. First comes a stretch which
is like the knife-edge of Scawfell Pinnacle but much longer.
Then the ridge sweeps up to the vertical. Here we found a
well-fixed piton at a severe mantelshelf below a smooth scoop.
It was just possible to ascend without its aid, and neither of
us was able to extract it. A severe rock rib then led us up to
a secure niche about 50 feet up. Above this we got a breather
on an easy section, when we just edged along below the crest
on its right, and so into a corner.
A nearly vertical crack led back to the sharp crest, which
abutted against a vertical wall a perfect situation with a
clean drop on the left into the recesses of Douglas Gully. This
turned out to be the crux of the climb, and there was evidence
(loose rocks in position) which led us to believe that our Dundee
friends had traversed below us on the right and had not tried
to force this pitch. At any rate their piton came in handy, not
just as a safeguard but, I must admit, as a handhold first and
foothold later. The only exit from a six-foot vertical wall was
a smooth, upper groove on the left. One stands on the knifeedge (in stocking soles), and if one could trust a very thin
little ledge for the right foot and a spike edge high up on the
left, it might be possible to swarm up into the scoop, and hope
to be able to grab something good and trusty for the right hand
higher up. With the vision of the bed of Douglass Gully far
below me on my left my climbing orthodoxy failed me; I drove
in the piton with a lump of granite and threaded my rope
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through a Karabiner attached to it. Four rapid consecutive
moves and I was swarming up the scoop. Another short knifeedge section and I was at a magnificent belay. And now for
the sequel. It may be admitted perhaps that the rope ran
evenly down that scoop, but my second came up without any
direct pull on my part, and she knocked out the piton first of
all and retrieved it, so that our successors may not be deprived
of any of the thrills; truly a remarkable performance!
Later on we ascended a very minor replica of this pitch,
strenuous enough, where we again had to remove our boots,
but did not use a piton. Also there was another section of
inclined holdless slabs an exercise in faith and friction. Then
an easy section landed us right at the top. We both agreed
that for soundness of rock, continuity of difficulty, airiness of
exposure and sinuous symmetry of architecture this ridge,
despite its moderate length of about 700 feet, has no equal in
Scotland.
OTHER ROUTES ON LOCHNAGAR.
Lochnagar granite becomes very treacherous and greasy in
wet weather. There are quite a number of excellent routes
there, of varying grades of difficulty, and there are many
unsolved problems, but the climbing does tend to oscillate
between the easy and the severe. In Winter the Lochnagar
gullies are splendid, especially Raeburn's Gully, which is, I think,
superior to most of those on Ben Nevis.*
There are probably not a few new discoveries still to be
made on Lochnagar granite. W. H. Murray and I enjoyed
another great day on the Parallel Gullies Buttress in May 1939.
The severe section was fairly short and concentrated, but we
came to another conclusion too. We had climbed quite a lot in
stockings on this smooth rock, which is usually covered with
a thin growth of green lichen. (There was much less of this
on Eagle Buttress on the whole,) Whenever the rock is wet
this lichen swells to a greasy, treacherous film which makes
the climbing both severe and dangerous.
Whoever is specially interested in Lochnagar will find the
S.M.C. Journal references to the above climbs as follows: Eagle
Buttress, 21, 209; 22, 253; 23, 29; Parallel Buttress, 22, 137.
SOME RECOMMENDED CAIRNGORM ROUTES.

The rock climbs on Sgoran Dubh (Cairngorms) are fairly
similar to those on Lochnagar. Most of those in the Guide
' There has recently been a rockfall which has considerably altered
Raeburn's Gully.
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are not very difficult, but it is very easy to get off the route
and into difficult situations. From personal experience I can
recommend two routes as interesting, sound and not too difficult
(see J. 22, 135 and 23, 47). I can also recommend the Southerly
or Pinnacle Buttress. I climbed the Pinnacle from below in
1935. It is not too easy.
The other rock climbs in the Cairngorms are rather
scattered, but the two Pinnacles in the Coire Bhrochain of
Braeriach are quite commendable, and I believe there is scope
for good climbing near the Shelter Stone by Loch Avon, above
Loch Etchachan (Macdhui) and in the northern corries of
Cairngorm. The Fiacaill ridge route to Cairn Lochain is a very
pleasant, easy route of ascent. The Mitre Ridge in the northern
Garbh Choire of Beinn a' Bhuird gives an excellent and difficult
climb. All these corries of the Cairngorms yield magnificent
Spring climbs on snow.
COIRE ARDAIR AN ATTEMPT ON THE CENTRE POST.

If I were asked to name the Winter climb which has for
many years exercised the greatest fascination over me I should,
without hesitation, plump for the Centre Post of Coire Ardair,
a ferociously steep gully in the great 1,200 foot precipice which
overhangs the gloomy little lochan at the head of the great
Eastern Corrie below the summit plateau of Creag Meaghaidh
(3,700 ft.) the great mountain mass just north of the west end
of Loch Laggan in Inverness-shire.
Although my own serious interest in the place only dates
from about 1930, the history of the Centre Post goes back to
an attempt made by Harold Raeburn, Tough and Brown, who
were chased out of the gully by avalanches in 1896. An Autumn
visit in 1903 by Raeburn and C- W. Walker disclosed a great
cauldron more than half-way up, which was backed by nearly
vertical slabs and pouring with water and spray. I once saw
it myself in this condition, and I have never seen it after a
prolonged drought. My first attempt at an ascent was with
Colin M. Allan on 1st April 1934. We started far too late, but
ascended to the Cauldron, above which was a bare ice-fall,
excessively steep. So we retreated. On another visit in early
May, on a glorious warm day, we watched a series of little
avalanches pouring down the Post. We were still convinced
that the ascent should be possible on a frosty day in early
Spring, provided the previous Winter's snowfall had been considerably over the average.
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Our chance came on 21st March 1936, on a cold, frosty day
with a north-east wind. A laborious four miles approach up
the corrie from Aberarder took us to the little Lochan (about
2,000 ft.). After a halt for refreshment we proceeded to kick
steps up the gully, and the snow continued in good order up
to a shallow basin, a little way below the great pitch. I had
brought a clinometer and the resulting figures may be of
interest: 42 degrees low down on the slope, rising to 48 below
the little basin. Above the basin, at the foot of the pitch, it
was fully 55 degrees, and one measurement made on the actual
face of the pitch came out at 72 degrees!
Meanwhile the
weather darkened ominously and snow began to fall. We knew
that the Great Pitch was at least 150 feet high, possibly a bit
more. We could not risk being caught by a storm on such a
dangerous face.
So Allan set off to try an oblique upward traverse to the
right, where it appeared that an exit might be effected on to
good snow at a more moderate angle. I don't think the ice
traverse was more than 30 feet in length, but that took exactly
one hour. I ensconced myself in a small scoop just below the
wall, as well belayed as possible with the half of a two-piece
jointed ice-axe. Allan used the other half as a kind of travelling
belay for himself. With his left hand he secured himself
additionally, with his own ice-axe, and with his right he cut
out both hand and foot holds with a small hatchet, which proved
a most adaptable step-cutter in such a precarious position.
Anxiously I watched his cautious, persistent advance. If he
had slipped, he had a clear drop below him over a lovely fringe
of long, green icicles down to the Basin, a sort of glancing fall
on to a surface inclined at 55 degrees! With all our precautions
I now consider it very doubtful if I could have held him at all.
But we had climbed together on too many occasions for me to
entertain any doubts. I even paused to light a reflective pipe.
It didn't seem to matter very much. I had always quite an
appreciable number of seconds to flatten myself down on my
belay before any strain could come on to it. But Allan just
went on steadily from notch to notch, and at length clambered
over the bulge on to good snow. Then it was my turn to sidle
along this thrilling line of tenuous ice notches.
Sufficient be it to say that Allan and I were soon able to
climb directly upwards on good, hard snow, to cross over into
the gully above the Great Pitch and that we did not even
encounter a cornice at the top of the Post. By this time it was
late afternoon, a blizzard of driving snow and an inhumanly
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arctic wind, with almost no visibility at all. We were well out of
it and had enough to do finding the way back to our car at
Aberarder. We have not heard of any other attempts on the
Centre Post. I should imagine that the absence of a cornice
on this occasion was almost proof positive that there was not
enough hard neve plastering the Great Pitch to make it feasible.
The climbing possibilities of Coire Ardair, both for rockclimbing and snow-climbing, are described in two articles in the
S.M.CJ. (21, 263 and 399). The rock is mica schist for the most
part and inclines towards the impossible, but I do have happy
memories of a summer route up the face of the Pinnacle
Buttress. There is also a wonderful, long terrace across this
precipitous face, giving bird's eye views of the Lochan. Sandy
Wedderburn and I christened it Apollyon Ledge, following that
pleasant climbing phantasy, "The Damnation of Mr. Zinkler,"
by Graham Sutton.
This brief survey of Scottish climbing of a technically difficult character has, of necessity, been rather condensed and fragmentary. It omits the whole mainland area north and west
of the Caledonian Canal. This, however, is a region which has
not yet been systematically explored from the technical or
gymnastic point of view. That is bound to happen in the future,
for there is little doubt that there is much hidden treasure
awaiting discovery. If what has been written will suffice to
help the men of the Midlands to get 100 per cent, value out of
a Scottish mountain holiday, the author will feel satisfied that
his efforts have not been in vain.

The star-crowned cliffs seem hinged upon the sky,
The clouds are floating rags across them curled;
They open to us like the gates of God
Cloven in the last great wall of all the world.
from Glencoe, by G. K. Chesterton.
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